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The focus of this paper is twofold but in each case involves us returning to the 1970s. First, I propose to revisit some theoretical debates that were being conducted then from within British Marxism, in relation to certain concepts concerning labour and industry. Second, I wish to articulate these conceptions with the early work of Sheffield post-punk band Cabaret Voltaire, in terms of both the band and of economic and political histories of their home city. Sheffield is synonymous in the popular imagination with the (de)industrialized North, notably for its steel and cutlery industries, something that Sheffield bands often draw on in their iconography and sometimes themes. Further, in the late seventies and early eighties, its reputation as the People’s or Socialist Republic of South Yorkshire was a contemporary manifestation both of Sheffield’s radical tradition going back centuries and more generally its reputation for bloodyminded independence. Therefore I will argue that the link between certain debates within radical politics and popular music is far from accidental.

My overall thesis in this paper is that during the time in question, there are a number of shared concerns between on the one hand cultural theory, and on the other, popular music practices. So much so, in fact, that in the case of certain musicians like Scritti Politti the separation between these two practices seems artificial. Further, returning to some of these debates and problematics allows us to dust down some concepts that were being worked out and elaborated at the time, specifically via debates in Marxism. Though these debates, namely productive and productive labour, mode of production and machines, might appear to be rather of their time, I will argue first that they are helpful in understanding the developments in popular music production, distribution and consumption in the post-punk era, and second (and more tentatively) that they might in fact have interesting things to say to our current conjuncture.

Therefore as stated, I will focus on three ideas in this chapter that were debates in western Marxism in the 1970s, namely the questions of productive and unproductive labour, of modes of production and moments of consumption, and of machines in manufacturing industry. In the 1970s translations of Marx’s own texts such as the Grundrisse as well as those of 20th-century Western Marxists such as Althusser and Gramsci, were very much part of contemporary debates on political, economic and most pertinently for this chapter, cultural questions, including as we shall see for some post-punk musicians themselves. In seeking to make the link between concepts regarding economic practices, and a pop group, I am in fact in the midst of the base–superstructure problematic, which is one of the more rigid models that interpretation of these newly translated Marxist texts sought to complicate and render less reductive in the seventies. So the question as to whether and how much Cabaret Voltaire’s work can be ‘reduced’ to its historical, economic and political context sees us return to the debates in Marxism contemporaneous to the group’s early output.

Cabaret Voltaire
Cabaret Voltaire were one of the most visible groups in the Sheffield scene of the 1970s. The ‘Cabs’ were active from the mid seventies, before punk broke. Though they are often seen as a post-punk band, the group themselves trace their activity back to 1973 and Roxy Music, with Brian Eno as the emblematic figure – a defiantly non-prog musician who claimed that musical training was not necessary to produce popular music (a very proto-punk idea) as well as championing the use of the synthesizer and tape machines (Reynolds, 2005: 154).

Chris Watson, a telephone engineer by day, left the band for Tyne Tees in the early eighties but his early influence in constructing synthesizers via kits and using the tape recorders in his loft, where the band practised, was crucial. Of these loft sessions, Richard H Kirk recalled: ‘It was still just the idea of tackling boredom and of actually feeing that you were doing something, rather than just going out and getting pissed’ (Fish, 1984: 21). This is the productive boredom I allude to in my title, a familiar theme for punk bands like Buzzcocks or the Sex Pistols, as well as Cabaret Voltaire. At this stage, Kirk’s main instrument was the clarinet; Stephen Mallinder (known as Mal)’s bass and vocals, like Kirk’s improvisations, were distorted and warped via various effects into a lo-fi dirge. This was combined with snippets from radio or TV recordings; the band likened their output to the Beats’ cut-up techniques as well as Dadaist readymades (as their name would signal). The overall sound was the closest that British bands have come to Krautrock bands like Faust and Can; Kirk’s clarinet adding a free jazz squall here and there.

What struck early audiences was very much the electronic nature of the music – the centrality of Watson’s synths to the sound as well as the use of electronic instruments for percussion – the band had no drummer. In this regard they were in tune with other Sheffield bands like the Human League, who used to go on stage with the spotlight on a drum machine, where the drummer would be – making a point of visibly pressing the play button to annoy keep-rock-live types (Reynolds, 2005: 164). Cabaret Voltaire apparently went even further at Sheffield’s post-punk venue The Limit, in response to the venue allegedly reneging on an agreed payment and promising the band some of the bar takings instead. The band looped some white noise and repaired to the bar; one audience member looking back was impressed nonetheless: ‘They weren’t even on the stage. It was mesmerising’ (cited in Anderson, 2009: 34).

Many have observed that for Cabaret Voltaire, punk provided a live-performance context and audience rather than a direct musical influence, perhaps like Suicide in the US, who met with similarly hostile crowds not ready for synthesised music at punk concerts. However, the band interestingly note that when they were supporting Buzzcocks at the Lyceum in London, it was the latter band and not the Cabs that had an iron bar thrown at them (Reynolds, 2009: 246); this was the gig at which Geoff Travis of Rough Trade was present, facilitating their signing with the label.

One of the crucial aspects for our purposes is the group’s mode of production. Sheffield in the 1970s was a largely supportive environment in which to make music. Unemployment benefit in the late seventies was much more viable a mid to long-term option in than it would be now. Sheffield abounded in rehearsal and studio spaces available for cheap rents, often in disused factories and warehouses. In addition, public transport was the flagship policy of Sheffield’s Labour Council, and the brainchild of the David Blunkett and three of his colleagues. ‘In 1977 the fare for a 2.5 mile journey was 7p, compared with 36p in West Yorkshire’ (Price, 2011: 152). Furthermore, an informal network of squats, parties and gigs emerged for young people – the future members of Cabaret Voltaire, The Human League, Heaven 17 and, according to some, Pulp, would be present on various occasions.

The band rehearsed initially in Chris Watson’s loft. Later on the music department of Sheffield University allowed them to experiment with a VCS 3 synthesiser and a Revox tape machine – though the band were resistant to being seen as performance art, which the university connection might imply. Richard H Kirk’s opinion was: ‘The money must be available in England; it is just that the Arts Council grants go to the biggest wankers imaginable’ (Fish, 1984: 181). After this, cheap rent allowed them to set up their Western Works studios in an abandoned former office of the Sheffield Federation of Young Socialists. Western Works allowed the band to record other groups or offer them recording space; one band that admired the Cabs and took a trip to the studio was nearby Manchester’s Joy Division. Nick Crossley has recently pointed out the importance of the band as ‘support personnel for others’ in the city (Crossley, 2015: 186), given the relative dearth of such support in Sheffield, compared with Manchester’s Factory Records, or Liverpool with Bill Drummond, Dave Balfe and others.

Before recording the series of singles and albums for Rough Trade that captured their early sound, on a non-contractual deal that allowed the band to record elsewhere too, label boss Geoff Travis lent the band enough for a four-track recording studio and mixing desk (Reynolds, 2005: 168). The band’s purchase of their own VCS 3 synthesiser was also courtesy of the deal. Essentially, the band could now control production, performance and recording; distribution was via a pioneering independent label rather than a major.

Unproductive Labour
In order to locate the band’s practices, it will be worth highlighting some of the conceptual background to debates on labour and industry in the late 1970s, both from the radical left and from the radical right at the time. What I hope to show is that from both sides there is a questioning of what constitutes productive labour as opposed to unproductive labour, and furthermore, what is at stake in the valorisation of the former, whether from ‘economist’ Marxism or from Thatcherite monetarism. As regards the latter, we can see emerging a set of discourses attacking the role of the state and nationalised industry, and valorising entrepreneurs and the market that have remained dominant ever since.

We can see these debates against the post-war consensus on the welfare state. Austerity projects vaunt themselves as reducing public debt and deficit, as well as inflation, at all costs but a recent political economist reminds us that this was for several decades not the orthodoxy: ‘In the twentieth century, a totally different view of public debt emerged, based on the conviction that debt could serve as an instrument of policy aimed at raising public spending and redistributing wealth for the benefit of the least well-off members of society’ (Piketty, 2014: 132).

As one of the emerging opponents of this consensus, we can take as one canonical exposition the Stockton Lecture of Keith Joseph, future education minister and often seen as the intellectual wing of Thatcherism. Joseph’s target in this polemic is what he sees as ‘our socialist anti-enterprise climate: indifference, ignorance and distaste on the part of politicians, civil servants and communicators for the processes of wealth-creation and entrepreneurship’ (Joseph, 1976: 9). What needed to be defended for Joseph were the ‘wealth-creators’, currently held back by the wasteful practices of the ‘wealth-consuming sector’ or ‘state-cum-subsidized sector’ (14). Joseph’s monetarist prescription was cuts to state spending, inflation and the money supply, in order to support the heroic but bureaucratically hampered entrepreneurs.

Behind Joseph’s views are the right-wing economics of Hayek and the Chicago School, often seen as the architects of what these days is often described as Neo-Liberalism. It is an obvious point to make a link between the Thatcherite project and more recent politics of austerity that are dominant now. It is in fact remarkable in some ways how long it has taken austerity projects to catch up with the formulas and remedies prescribed by monetarists in earlier decades.

One of the intellectual inputs into Thatcherism and Neo-Liberalism more generally, was the Chicago economist Milton Friedman. The following quote outlines some of his more controversial ideas about the role of the state:

The humanitarian and egalitarian sentiment which helped produce the steeply graduated individual income tax has also produced a host of other measures directed at promoting the ‘welfare’ of particular groups. The most important single set of measures is the bundle misleadingly labelled ‘social security’. Others are public housing, minimum wage laws, farm price supports, medical care for particular groups, special aid programs, and so on (Friedman 2002: 176).

For Friedman, in almost all cases, the market will deliver more effective services and will guarantee ‘freedom’ of (or perhaps from) government much more effectively than any ‘socialist’ state intervention. To take another example, Friedman evaluates whether state education can be justified on the grounds that education for all promotes ‘a stable and democratic society’, what he refers to as ‘neighborhood effect’:
the actual administration of educational institutions by the government, the ‘nationalization,’ as it were, of the bulk of the ‘education industry’ is much more difficult to justify on these, or, so far as I can see, any other grounds. The desirability of such nationalization has seldom been faced explicitly (Friedman, 2002: 89).

Obviously it has taken quite a few decades for the full force of this to be felt with academies, trust and faith schools, tuition fees and the abolition of EMA and maintenance grants, but we can evidently see such ideas as a continuity between the era in question and our own. Ultimately, the marketisation of education and other aspects of the welfare state is an attempt to open up the ‘unproductive’ state sector to competition and the market, which are taken as a guarantor of efficiency and plurality. From this perspective the reputation of Sheffield’s Council as the People’s Republic of South Yorkshire represented a bastion of municipal socialism and subsidised public services, much of which would be scaled back in the coming decades.

As regards Marxism, there was already a long-standing analysis of the question of unproductive and productive labour, stemming from Marx’s own engagement with Adam Smith and later economists. The most extended analysis of these concepts appears in the first volume of the Theories of Surplus Value, where a long chapter is devoted to the question (Marx, 1969: 152–304). On the whole, Marx defends Adam Smith’s conception from later objections from within ‘bourgeois’ political economy.

Marx points out a contradiction in Smith’s definitions of productive labour, supporting the first definition while rejecting the second, superfluous one. As regards the first definition, Marx supports Smith’s definition of productive labour as from the standpoint of capitalism. This is what gives the distinction its pertinence, Marx argues. Hence, ‘Only labour which produces capital is productive labour’ (Marx, 1969: 156). Furthermore, this standpoint also allows us to define unproductive labour: ‘It is labour which is not exchanged with capital, but directly with revenue, that is, with wages or profit’ (157, original emphasis). What Marx rejects in Smith is the latter’s further specification of productive labour as productive of a ‘vendible commodity’, which abandon’s the first definition’s emphasis on the social form of the labour in favour of the particular type of use value involved. The crucial distinction is whether or not the labour is paid for by capital invested in production designed to make a further profit (productive) or by revenue that does not re-enter the circuits of capital (unproductive). In Adam Smith’s time, for instance, much revenue was spent on domestic servants or luxury goods by landed gentry, where a capitalist might valorise it instead in further value-creating production.

In Marx, then, the distinction between productive and unproductive labour does not hinge upon, say, the utility of particular objects, which some vulgarised readings (returning to the ‘vendible commodity’ of Smith’s second definition) stress. Further, apparently ‘unproductive’ labour in health or education may nonetheless contribute to the profitability of labour power for the capitalist, by ensuring a healthy and sufficiently skilled labour force. In the seventies some Marxists were keen to defend such labour as directly social labour from more reductive ‘economist’ critiques of it as unproductive. A certain Peter Howell, writing in Revolutionary Communist, for instance, criticises Denis Healey’s and Tony Benn’s valorisation of manufacturing and their anxieties over ‘deindustrialisation’ in the mid seventies for falling into this trap, pointing out their common concern with Keith Joseph, of all people (Howell, 1975).

Another tack is to point out once more that the productive/unproductive binary, which is present in Adam Smith and Ricardo before Marx, only makes sense in terms of capitalism – so neither side should be valorised as such, for Marxists. The value of the distinction for Marxists in the 1970s was its pertinence in analysing the relation of labour to capital, for its analytic precision – and not as an implicit valorisation of some labour over other kinds.

As for Cabaret Voltaire, their labour was arguably even more unproductive than the wasteful public sector. Their records were commodities available on the market – yet in Rough Trade they had a pioneering independent label that was run, to all evidence not for profit, at the time as an old-fashioned hippie-style collective. Cabaret Voltaire’s performances were ephemeral purchases that left no material commodity after leaving the venue except for the ticket. However, their mode of production and perhaps their very sound engage with the big industry and artisanal histories of Sheffield in interesting ways.
Sound of the city
Sheffield’s municipal infrastructure, in the absence of any effective entrepreneurial mechanism, became inevitably enmeshed in the reification of the city’s sound and unconscious celebration of its popular cultural forms. The sonic landscape is constructed upon its urban topology capturing the sound waves and rhythmic eddies and so shapes their movement, reception, incubation and production within the community’s shared past (Mallinder, 2011: 82, emphasis added).

The above argument in fact comes from Cabaret Voltaire’s own bassist Stephen Mallinder, from whose recent PhD thesis I’ve taken this quote. (So Mallinder, like those working in higher education, continues to labour unproductively.)

In 2002, for the sleevenotes for Methodology, a compilation of their early loft recordings, Richard H Kirk looking back wrote: ‘It was just an innocent reflection of the times, no different than the Beach Boys singing about surfing and the good times in California. But there was no surf to ride in Sheffield, just post war desolation, unemployment and ugly urban landscapes.’ It’s something of a commonplace to connect the prevalence of synths and drum machines to Sheffield’s past (such as in the metronomic percussion and clashing sheet metal sounds in some of the Cabs’ recordings) but the constant reiteration of these parallels by those involved in the scene lends such observations some credence.

The sleevenotes for the 2002 release Methodology ‘74/’78, which collects the group’s demo recordings from before the Rough Trade contract was signed, include a quotation from Jon Savage, writing in the punk fanzine, Search and Destroy:

CV’s sound is bland in texture, remote, synthetic – sucking up the boredom of flickering channels on TV when there’s nothing else to do – the random sounds and noises of a collapsing, grey environment on the verge of entropy, the effect this has on people’s psyche ... and throwing it back in your face’ (Methodology, 2002).

Savage’s quote reiterates this linking of Cabaret Voltaire’s sound with the post-industrial Sheffield landscape – while articulating this with a simultaneous sense of fascination and boredom with the media. On the one hand, as with much industrial music, there is an obsession with control and propaganda, nurtured by an interest for many industrial bands (notably also Manchester’s Throbbing Gristle) in William Burroughs and perhaps by weed paranoia, as well as reflecting the importance of media as a resource for sampling in tape loops; on the other hand, a sense of boredom associated with punk, of course, and with the severely reduced media ecology of the late 1970s, with its three terrestrial television channels and its early broadcast curfew.

We can situate observations like these within wider arguments made about the industrial genre as a whole. One writer describes the genre in these terms:
The music in question mimics the jarring, pounding, repetitive sounds of the factory and heavy machinery. Those sounds intentionally correspond to inhuman qualities. The sonorities (like the lyrics) tend to be dissonant and brooding, dark and morbid, harsh and severe’ (van der Laan, 1997: 137).

Or for Michael Goddard, writing on Laibach, we might point to ‘Western Industrial Music’s fetishisation of the aesthetics of the industrial revolution and mechanical technologies’ (Goddard, 2006: 46). Obviously with its association with steel and cutlery, Sheffield is the perfect milieu for such a music, given the Cabaret Voltaire’s recollection of the sounds of factory work as a semi-permanent backdrop to their tentative attic recordings in the 1970s. Philip Long has recently characterised this frequent observation among Sheffield musicians of the importance of the city’s ambient noise for their own music production as ‘listening to the city’ (Long, 2014: 56).

Mode of Production – or Moment of Consumption?
One of the most interesting parallels between (some) cultural theory and popular music at this time is a shift from what one might characterise as an emphasis on production and distribution, to one focused rather on the moment of consumption. I will eludicate what I take this to mean both in terms of music and theory in this section. Inevitably this will mean being selective in both areas – but taken as a whole the shared concerns reveal interesting parallels between problematics being worked out both in sociology and emerging cultural studies on the one hand, and in the strategies of popular musicians on the other. 

One of the artists who exemplifies these trends is Green Gartside of Scritti Politti, one of the musicians most explicitly engaged with cultural theory, most notoriously perhaps in the group’s 1982 song, ‘Jacques Derrida’. Like Richard H Kirk of Cabaret Voltaire, Green had been a member of the Young Communist League, and whose indie label St Pancras was named after the squat he and the band, as well as various ideological co-travellers, occupied at the time (Taylor, 2010: 107–8). St Pancras records were distributed by Rough Trade, whose staff shared the band’s socialist and squatter commitments. The sessions recorded by the band for John Peel’s show, later released on the 2005 compilation, Early, give the best picture of the band’s initial post-punk aesthetic – scratchy guitars, funky bass and collapsing song structures bringing to mind the contemporaneous work of Bristol’s Pop Group. ‘Hegemony’, one of the tracks recorded for Scritti Politti’s Peel Sessions, combines Gramsci’s formulations with brittle, stop-starting punk funk, in emblematic fashion for the band at this time.

Many have compared Green’s vocals at this stage with those or Robert Wyatt – and one of the interesting relationships outlined by Neil Taylor in his fascinating history of Rough Trade, Document and Eyewitness, is that between these two artists, both signed to Rough Trade records at the turn of the decade, who struck up a friendship based around music and politics. Green recalls some political disagreements between the older ‘Stalinist’ (Taylor, 2010: 150) commitments of Wyatt and his own more what we might call ‘New Left’ theoretical concerns. In particular he recalls lending Wyatt a copy of Mode of Production and Social Formation by Barry Hindess and Paul Hirst, which was not well received by Wyatt: ‘The phone stopped ringing for a bit’ (152). Green is very clear on the close intrication of politics and popular music in this particular milieu: ‘There was a lot of that Gramscian talk around at that time, talking about culture and ideology in a more straightforward Marxist-y way. And finally there was the whole punk thing about control of production and distribution, getting up and doing it yourself. So these were all separate but seamlessly contiguous areas’ (Reynolds, 2009: 182). The Rough Trade producer and member of Red Crayola, Mayo Thompson, also specifically mentions discussions of Hindess and Hirst in the Rough Trade milieu (Taylor, 2010: 126).

Interestingly, Mode of Production and Social Formation might be seen as part of the cultural shift aforementioned from more ‘economist’ concerns with mode of production and distribution, to a more ‘culturalist’ emphasis on social formations. Hindess and Hirst were seen as some of the foremost British Althusserians – before increasingly taking their distance with his theoretical ideas. In Mode of Production and Social Formation, the target of their critique (apart from their own auto-critique of their earlier work, Pre-Capitalist Modes of Production), is Althusser and Balibar’s conception in Reading Capital of the ‘mode of production’ as determinate ‘in the last instance’.

Hirst and Hindess do acknowledge Althusser’s role in moving Marxist analysis away from economist determinism: ‘Marx and Engels, with varying success, and virtually every other Marxist thinker (Gramsci and Althusser being the most systematic in their opposed ways) have been in retreat from the consequences of economism’ (Hindess & Hirst, 1977 :5). The relative autonomy of politics and ideology from economics, in Althusser’s conceptions, already avoids the ‘vulgar’ reduction of other spheres of production from the narrowly economic. Nonetheless, Althusser’s commitment to economics ‘in the last instance’ leads him, for these authors, to an untenable prioritisation of ‘mode of production’ over the relations of production, both between the owners of the means of production and direct producers, but also much more widely in terms of other sets of class relations. Hence their conclusion, ‘Mode of production, in other words, is displaced as an object of analysis’ (55).

In the early post-punk era, interventions at the level of mode of production and distribution were certainly still sufficiently novel and promising to be ends in themselves. John Peel observes, recalling punk, ‘I like the DIY idea where if you got the bass player to sell his motorbike and you knocked over a few phone boxes you could generate enough money to make a record. People did, and an amazing number of them were really good’ (Reynolds, 2009: 169). The DIY inspiration was key for many of the personnel of Rough Trade Records, many of whom squatted in the Trafalgar pub squat in Ladbroke Grove by night (when not at gigs) while working in the 202 Kensington Road shop by day (Taylor, 2010). Some of the workers in the shop were themselves band members of The Raincoats, Swell Maps and other bands released by the record label. The Rough Trade shop itself was a major outlet for independent records (as well as, for instance, reggae imports); later it was a leading impetus behind the independent distributors, the Cartel.

Cabaret Voltaire themselves were at a further remove of independence from what was already an independent record label. Part of this was a felt distance from the London-centric, post-hippy collective at Rough Trade (Fish & Hallbery, 1985: 44–49); another was the working-class Northern identity they shared with some other label sign-ups like The Fall (Taylor, 2010: 101–2). This was in marked contrast to the scene in the London shop. More concretely, the band produced their own work and in fact secured investment from Rough Trade in order to do so. One amusing anecdote that underlines their independence is related by Richard H Kirk; on a visit to Sheffield in which Geoff Travis was to be involved in the recording process, the band gave him a dummy fader in order to prevent him from having any real input. This was on Jon Savage’s advice to Kirk: ‘On no account let Geoff mix the sound’ (Taylor, 2010: 135).

Another typical punk method for subversion at the level of production stems from the Situationists, who were such a noted influence on Malcolm McLaren and others. This is the strategy of détournement, whereby a cultural product is diverted from its intended meaning via re-appropriation (Debord & Wolman, 1956). In the case of Cabaret Voltaire, we might point to their use of technology in general to produce sheer noise and sound collages that, pre-sampling, were novel in the extreme. Chris Watson’s experimentation with electronics is pivotal; so too is the band’s treatment of Steven Mallinder’s vocals with ring modulators, to produce a Dalek-like vocal sound. Richard H Kirk also recalls redeeming a guitar, amplifier and drum machine combination, a sort of disco all-in-one: ‘It had glitter all over it, like it was a piece of technology for cabaret’. What attracted Kirk to it was its potential for repurposing as a programmable drum machine: ‘most drum machines just had preset beats, like the foxtrot or disco [...] But with this you could actually mess around with the rhythm – drop out the snare or bass drum or hi-hat’ (Reynolds, 2009: 253). One might compare this with the analogous creative détournement by Chicago acid house musicians of the Roland TB303 synth, used ubiquitously by these music practitioners to make squelching sounds presumably never envisaged by the company’s technicians.

At the risk of over-simplifying, the initial emphasis of post-punk (with the stress here on ‘punk’) on independent  mode of production and distribution, was for some not much longer lasting than punk had been itself. After 1982 or so, much of the concern for at least some post-punk (with the stress here on ‘post’) was with an entryist strategy instead – to make New Pop on major labels and subvert the industry from within. The mode of production would not be challenged so much as the moment of consumption; pop music fans would buy records in droves on major labels but created in an act of subversion by interlopers. This is analysed at some length in Part Two of Simon Reynolds’s Rip It Up and Start Again (2005). Scritti Politti replaced the scratchy agit-pop of their early work with the pristine plastic funk of Cupid and Psyche (1985), for which Geoff Travis of Rough Trade himself had helped source producers, realising that the production values required were beyond the resources of an indie (Taylor, 2010: 220–1). 

Cabaret Voltaire had also left Rough Trade, releasing The Crackdown (1983) on Some Bizarre/Virgin. Following the departure of Chris Watson to Tyne Tees (he remains an accomplished television sound recordist), the Cabs’ music on this record is more polished in a 1980s way, with ‘Just Fascination’ charting in the lower reaches of the mainstream, not just the indie, charts. Comparisons might be made with Joy Division’s transformation from post-punk guitar band to New Order’s ‘Blue Monday’ also from 1983, though New Order’s chart success was considerably greater than that of Cabaret Voltaire. Both bands remained more identifiably post-punk, however, than some of the other New Pop arrivistes such as, say Scritti, Simple Minds or The Thompson Twins.

It is Simon Frith and Howard Horne in their book Art into Pop (1987), who provide a classic framework in which to think through this shift between independence and entryism for post-punk musicians. Emblematic of this shift, for them, is Manchester’s Factory Records, home for Joy Division/New Order, as well as the punk-funk band A Certain Ratio: ‘[Factory] reveals a difference between punk and post-punk versions of pop “subversion”. [...] For Factory the key to the politics of the pop process is the “moment of consumption” – the shock effect has to be built into the circulation of commodities itself’ (Frith & Horne, 1987: 137). One might allude here to the near-fetish status of certain Factory releases, notably the ‘Blue Monday’ 12” itself, which lost money for Factory due to its expensive production values rather than sales (since it is the biggest selling 12” single of all time). One should note that Factory, nonetheless; was an independent label unlike the majors many other post-punk bands signed up to. Frith and Horne also specifically mention some of the other Sheffield bands who had made the transition to entryist New Pop: ABC, the Human League and Heaven 17. For these Frith and Horne, such music ‘depends for its critical promise on a theory of the market not the media’ (137).

My contention is that this shift from a valorisation of independent or alternative modes of production to mainstream consumption and subversion from within was to an extent shared by cultural theory and popular music. As Frith and Horne (155) argue, ‘Subversion was now a matter of form not content; even political interest moved from the forces of production to the moment of consumption. All that could be challenged now was “meaning”.’ We are now much rather in the territory of Stuart Hall’s encoding/decoding model, Hindess and Hirst’s wider social formations and John Fiske’s cultural populism, than in the oppositional ‘modes of production’ or even ideology critique of earlier left theorising. As throughout this chapter, I wish to argue that the link between the theory and the music is far from arbitrary – and was a shared terrain for both cultural practitioners and theorists in the era in question.

In fact, I am making an even stronger case than this for returning to the concept of mode of production as a useful way of exploring Cabaret Voltaire’s work. What makes them distinctive as a band is not just the originality of their fusion of electronic noise, tape loops, processed vocals, visuals and videos. As I have stated throughout, their independent mode of production and negotiation of the early set-up of the independent music scene, their appropriation of found technologies and of rehearsal and recording sites in Sheffield’s university and former political meeting places, all make them notable at the level of production and distribution. I have already highlighted the almost conventional links made between heavy industry and the sound of Sheffield music; in the next section, I will argue that Cabaret Voltaire’s artisanal mode of production is in common with even some present-day metalworkers labouring in Sheffield’s largely deindustrialised east end.

Machines
Here it will be appropriate to say a bit more about machines at a conceptual level – and in terms of their use in Sheffield past and present. One of the most famous sections of Marx’s work rediscovered in the 1970s, the Grundrisse, is often referred to as the ‘fragment on machines’. This fragment occurs after an analysis of what Marx calls ‘fixed’ and ‘circulating’ capital. Fixed capital is essentially the means of production (factories, machines, etc); where circulating capital is taken up with raw materials and labour. In industrial production, the part taken by fixed capital becomes proportionately larger and larger: as machines become more and more costly, they are invested in more and more relative to the labour cost to operate them. This increases the efficiency of labour, pricing out production on a smaller scale (bankrupting artisanal workshops), where labour costs increase the value of the commodity beyond competitive rates. For Marx,
Machinery appears, then, as the most adequate form of fixed capital, and fixed capital, in so far as capital’s relations with itself are concerned, appears as the most adequate form of capital as such (Marx, 1973: 694).

It is worth pointing out that Sheffield, with its preference for ‘putting out’ cutlery manufacture to artisan workshops well into the industrial era, held out much longer against the subsumption of labour to the capitalist mode of production than most other industrial centres in the country.

Now, the consequences of machinery for labour are twofold. On the one hand, for Marx ‘The most developed machinery thus forces the worker to work longer than the savage does, or than he himself did with the simplest crudest tools’ (Marx, 1973: 709). On the other hand, and more promisingly for New Left Marxists reading the Grundrisse in the 1970s, the introduction of machinery has two positive consequences. First, it sows the seeds for the overcoming of capitalist production – the workers’ labour is now posited as universal, abstract labour – but the extreme particularity of their assembly-line production is in such radical contradiction to it that it leads ultimately to its supersession (albeit in ways not always fully explained by Marx). Second, machine production ushers in and is dependent on the development of science – part of the production process, not part of capital as such. Ultimately, again, for science (Wissenschaft, knowledge), capitalist production will eventually become too irrational for the very science it has fostered – and production on a more rational basis will be introduced.
Free time – which is both idle time and time for higher activity – has naturally transformed its possessor into a different subject, and he then enters into the direct production process as this different subject. This process is then both discipline, as regards the human being in the process of becoming; and, at the same time, practice [Ausübung], experimental science, materially creative and objectifying science, as regards the human being who has become, in whose head exists the accumulated knowledge of society (Marx, 1973: 712).

Science, or what Italian Marxism calls ‘general intellect’ (Virno, 2007: 4) is a way in which the machines might work in ways inimical to the capitalist mode of production that brought them into being, one more way in which capital produces its own gravediggers.

However, for Cabaret Voltaire, the machine has still other connotations, ones rather deriving from the city’s artisanal and informal economies. In his recent work, the anthropologist Massimiliano Mollona discusses two working cultures in present-day Sheffield factories. One he identifies with the ‘hot’ labour of steel making; the other he identifies with the ‘cold’ labour of steel finishing. In the abandoned workshops of the east end, tool finishing and other metal working continues with machines that literally date back to the nineteenth century. Those involved in the ‘hot’ labour of casting the tools, unlike the proletarian finishers, are able to détourne some of the machines for their own purposes, for sideline projects to other Sheffield small enterprises, or jealously to guard their own apprenticeship system.

The table below outlines some of the oppositions Mollona draws between the ‘artisanal’ production of steel and its ‘proletarian’ finishing. Broadly speaking, we can see Cabaret Voltaire’s work seems to be aligned in the Sheffield tradition of artisanal production of the hot workers to the extent that it is based on a relatively independent production, seeing itself as part of a tradition (rock and artistic) and community-based via the importance of the ‘scene’. In addition, machines are not, for the group, ‘technological monsters’ – but improvised devices, manufactured on an ad hoc or craft basis or appropriated from independent distributors as an organic part of their music making. We can also point to the fascinating parallels between Mollona’s observations of the oscillating neon lights and regular, rhythmic machine noise of the hot workers’ factory milieu and the son et lumière of the Cabs’ noted performance style.

‘Hot’ workers 	‘Cold’ workers 
Steel making 	Steel finishing 
Noise: regular, low, rhythmicdeafness 	Noise: irregular, electric, acutestress, high blood pressure 
Dark, neon lights oscillating rhythmically, red light from ovens 	Uniform light: sunlight and neon lamps high up on ceiling 
Artisan 	Proletarian 
Apprenticeship 	‘Our labour is worth all the same’ 
Machine: symbolic extension of workers’ bodies 	Machines as ‘technological monsters’ in competition with them 
Pre-capitalist ethos of work 	Flexible labour 
Cottage system rooted in the formal economy of the family and the neighbourhood 	Same homogeneous ‘class’ of workers and following scientific principles of labour organization 
Source: Mollona (2009)
From this perspective, Cabaret Voltaire’s repurposing of tape machines, electronics, ring modulators and disco drum machines is not so much a practice of Situationist détournement as a perennial practice of Sheffield artisanal labour. As with the hot workers in the east-end workshops analysed by Mollona, there is the pride of workers not directly (or at least not entirely) subsumed under an industrial mode of production, repurposing and reprogramming technology to suit their own independent material; sonic and visual productions.

As a footnote to the above, we might also point out to an anecdote recalled by Paul Unwin, DJ in Sheffield post-punk nightclub The Limit. Next to the club was a chip shop at the back of which was a workshop in which ‘little mesters’ (Unwin uses the archaic term for self-employed Sheffield craftsmen) were melting down half crowns for metal content. Surveillance of this operation led HM Customs to turn their attention to The Limit, which was then investigated for unpaid VAT (cited in Anderson, 2009: 113–14). Here we have once more the juxtaposition of Sheffield post-punk and artisanal wheeler-dealing.

Residual Artisanship
I don’t want to argue that Cabaret Voltaire’s work as a band was politically radical practice in itself – and the Cabs would frequently assert that they weren’t a ‘political band’. Simon Reynolds I think is fairly accurate when he states:
Through the eighties and into the techno nineties, this kind of self-sufficient entrepreneurial collective would become widespread. In 1978, Cabaret Voltaire were developing the model for a kind of post-socialist micro-capitalism, an autonomy that represented – if not exactly resistance – then certainly grass-roots resilience in the face of top-down corporate culture (Reynolds, 2005: 168).

In this respect, like David Blunkett in Sheffield Council at the turn of the decade, minor struggles such as in Blunkett’s case public transport costs and council rates; in the Cabs’ case autonomous production and independent distribution, carved out a limited space outside neo-liberal valorisation projects.

But I would also state that ‘entrepeneurial’ micro-capitalism is perhaps wrong, if it brings to mind Keith Joseph’s value-extracting vanguard. ‘Artisanal’ is a word that preserves a sense of independent production within a largely capitalist sphere – what Raymond Williams would refer to no doubt as a ‘residual’ cultural formation. Williams reminds us that residual cultural elements can be and have to be co-opted by the dominant culture to some extent – but that some ‘values which cannot be expressed or substantially verified in terms of the dominant culture, are nevertheless lived and practiced on the basis of the residue – cultural as well as social – of some previous social and cultural institution or formation’ (Williams, 1977: 122). This is the sense in which, I think, we can situate the practice of Cabaret Voltaire and the other Sheffield bands in the late seventies – engaged in questions of labour and machines in a deindustrialising city – while preserving values of community and class that changes in the economy and national politics were seeking to undermine.

Conclusion
To us now, of course, to rehearse these questions of production and distribution, in terms of obsolete formats and analogue technologies, not to mention what are to some obsolete theories, might seem largely of historical interest. Though surely there is nothing wrong with reconstructing cultural histories, we might seem to have moved on, for better or worse, to an era in which some of the previous barriers to entry have been removed through cheaper production technologies and a radical new distribution network, namely the internet.

Though it is undoubtedly true that these developments have facilitated the production and distribution of popular music fundamentally, I will conclude with some observations from a present-day musician, who has within the recent time of writing released a well-received new record. I do not claim that these comments are representative of contemporary musicians (how could we reasonably evaluate this claim?) but at the very least they might serve as a warning against ‘presentism’ and an uncritical internet evangelism.

Jack Latham, who records under the name Jam City, has just released his second album, Dream a Garden, on Night Slugs. His debut, Classical Curves (2011) was much admired for its sui generis repurposing of house, dubstep and grime; the new record sees him providing vocals, mixed low, over a more less minimal, more noise/ambient sound. In some ways, Latham and other bedroom producers, whether or not they are aware of the earlier band, seem to be the natural successors to Cabaret Voltaire’s independent studio production (initially in Chris Watson’s bedroom before securing their own studio), and concern with noise and technology.

My interest here is in comments in his recent interview with Dan Hancox (2015) in The Guardian. According to the interviewer, the recent album came about due to Latham’s own consideration of ‘how music – or art more generally – can help provide some small resistance to the perils of late capitalism’. This in itself might pique one’s interest; but what is more poignant still is Latham’s underlining of what has proved so difficult, in purely economic or financial terms, for his generation: ‘being able to afford to study; and meeting people, and forming a band, or starting a club night’. These are, I hope to have established so far, precisely the things in which many of the post-punk bands were facilitated by the more favourable economic and social climate for students and unemployed musicians decades ago. And as caution to those who feel that internet prosumption provides an instant remedy, there is the following:
It’s like the internet’s all we have, and none of us really have any money, so of course that’s the way that we organise and seek comfort from other people. But the doors to do that in real life, that historically have made other movements possible, just seem quite closed to our generation (Hancox, 2015).
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